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INTROpeCTIQN,1

/- O.
In the research we have done on rPading acquisition, we have been

governed by the assumption that reading is somehow parasitic on speech

' (1.117,1971, 1973; Shankweiler & Liberman, 1972). We have been led

to this assumption by certain Observationsthat seem obvious. First,

speech is unquestionably the primary langtage system, naturally and

universally acquired without direct instruction. Reading, being

secondarily derived from speech, is relatively unnatural, far from

universally learned, and must be taught. Second; an alphabetic writing-

system is Acre or less phonetic representatiooiof the spoken

it is not a separate symbol system which is keyed directly to meaning.

And finally, speech appears to be an essential foundition for the

acquisition of reading.. Children who are blodkied in the acquisition of

speech,. like the Cangelaitally-deaf, do not readily learnto read even

though they have access-to the printed word through the visual-cha=e1.

In an effort to explore the implications of t, dependence of

reading on speech, we haver, in our studies of children, investigated

:three related aspects of the problev linguistic awareness of phoneme

segmentation, phonetic coding in short term meciory, and the phonetic

pattern of reading errors.P

In order to learn to read, the child must map the written word to

the spok en word. It hat seemed plain to us that to do this, he must

have some recognition of the phonetic structure of his spoken language.

(Liberman, 1971). We know from speich research that phonetic structure
1

isanegilaxly encoded in the speech'signal M. Liberman, Cooper,

Shankweiler,'AaStuddert-Kennedy, 1967)., The consequence is that there

..103.3 .
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iSHno.obvidbs acoustic criterion that marks the phonemic segments. We

were thus led to ask whether the development of the awareness of these

segments might be difficult for the child.' Accordingly, we have investi-

gated

. . .

tbe child's development of phofieme segmentation ability' nd the

relatid6 of thit ability to reading (Liberman, 1973; Liberman, Shankweiler,.

Fischer,'A Carter, ,1974).

The role of the phonetic representation in speech perception is to

bold information about shorter segments (lay, words) in short -term
_ .

memory until the meaning of longer segments (say,. sentences) can be

extracted. That has led us to wonder if the phonetic representation

derived from optical information might not serve thf same purpose in

reeding. Therefore, we havekinvestigated the use of phonetic coding in

reeding and, particularly, the differences in this ability between good

and poor 'readers (1. T.-Liberman, Shankweiler, A. M. Liberman, -Fowler,

Fischer, 19761 Shankweiler I Liberman, 1976).

Finally, guided by what we hope is cocoon sense, we have supposed

that by noting the particular errors that beginning readers make and

analysinetham appropriately we eight gain some insight into thOocesses

lindimaYing reading acquisition and at the same time test_our hypotheses

about linguistic factors in beginning read.inip(Powler, Liberman, &

Shadkwailer, 1976).

'In this paper.we will review our findings in these three areasbf

iiivestigatioN empOasising recent world, and will suggest some of the zs

in which thiso-findings can be applied - in reading lAistraction.' We will

conclude with some observations. about the possible contriintioiicf the ,

orthographiccomplamity Of English to the problems of the beginning reader.

4 .
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In languages that are written alphabetically, the unit characters -

letters -Aire keyed the pho;ological structure of speech.- We are

aware that the capping from written symbols to phonemes is more nearly

0110 to one in. other alphabetic languages, such as Finnish and Serbo-

-Cbatian, than id English. The many departures from one-to-one

capping makes English difficult to spell and probably more dif:icuit

to learn to-read than is the case in languages whose alphabetic writing.

systems have a siMpler strut -e. We defer matters concerning the role.

of the orthography in the a isition of reading unt4.1 later sections

e-
of this paper. For the present it is sufficient to underscore the fact

that English spelling, in common with other orthographies that ploy an

alphabet, is, for all its pecullaritiet,In essence a cipher on the phcnemet

of the language.

The Child's fundamental task in learning to read is to. construct a

link betweit the arbitrary signs of print and speech. We have pointed

out (Liberian et ale., 1976} that there are different ways in which

the child might do this. Words written by an alphabet can be read as

though they were logograms, and many children undoubtedly begin- reading

in this way, apprehending the word shapes holistically, rather than

analyzing them as letter strings. However, the reader who =ploys a

q_ isortamma7tit strategy, of this sort cannot benefit from a unique advantage

of alphipetic writing. We refer to the fact that the alphabet enables its

users to generate a word's pronunciation from its spelling. Thus a user

can recognize in print a.word'he has never before seen written down, and
-V
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be can(4 least to a rough ipproximatfon) pronounce a wdrewiiich he has

never beforeeither heard or read. These powerful advantages are open

Aly to a user Whoknows hawthe alphabet works, that is tosky, one who

can approach the reading task analytically.
-p

Let us first outline briefly what is involved in readidg analytically.

First, the Child must realize that speech can be segmented into phonemes

end he must know how many phonemes the words in his vocabulary contain

and the order in which they occur, Secondly, he must know that the

. ,

.letter symbols represent phonemes, not syllables or some other unit of

speech.

In Our earlier writings (Liberman, 1971; Shankweiler et al., 1972,

1976; Liberman et al., 1976) we considered what it means- for

a to know that speech can be segmented into phonemes. It does not

-

mean simply that the child is able to disciininite lord pairs that ,are

. minimally different. Every aortal child of school age can do that.

.
.Bowever, a. child may be able perfectlywell to discriminate between pairs

Of Spoken words such as bet and best and. to recognise each as a distinct

word in his vocabulary without being aware that betcOntains three phonemes

and Irak contains four. Such a child, as we bays said elsewhere, has only a

tacit awareness of phoneme segmentation. This is sufficient, of course,

fOr ommprebensdomof the spoken message. Writing and mango on the other

kend, demand as additional capacit]ito analyze wosds as. strings of phonemes.

Mattingly- (1972) and others have called this capacity "linguistic awareness."

likobems suggested that an understanding of the acoustic structure of

speech can help to explain why the ability to analyie syllables gib strings

Jv
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of phonemes is rather difficult to attain (Lilgerman, 1971).

that in part the difficulty has

,not represented in'the acoustic

Are merged "aicodedl'. Ato

We suspeciz,

to do with the fact that-phonemes are

sign11 in discrete bundles, but rather

the .structure of thlvsyllable (as

ested A. M. Liberman et al., 1967). The- word Ail, for example,

has three p. netic segments but only one acoustic segment.

This m of phonemes in the sound stream complicates the process

107'

of becoming,a aware of thephonemic level of speech for the would-

be reader. We do not to imply but the young child has diffi4ty

differentiating word pairs, such as bad and bat, that differ in only one

phoneme. On the contrary, there is reason to believe that most children

Sear these differences as accurately as adults (Re4d,1971). As we have

said, the problem is not to teach the chi l4 to discriminate rnin4-_1117

different word pairs but rather to bring him to realize that each Of

these words contains three segments, and that they are alike in the first

two and differ in the third.

Elsewhere (Liberman et al., 1976) we have dvelton another

important consequence of the encoded nature of phonemes that must contribute

to the difficulty of learning -td read analytically. Since the-syllable, and

not the phoneme, is the minimal unit of articulation, it is ibpossible to

read by smmmding out the letters one by one. On the, contrary, it 1.s

necessary to discover how many, of the letter6segments Must be taken

simultaneously into account in order to arrive at the correct Phonetic

rendition of each syllable. Thus we have stressed that to read analytitally

is not to read letter by letter, even in languages in which the letter-to-

eonnd mapping is mote direct than in English.

7
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Ye have argued that effectivd,useof an alphabet requires a degree

of active awareness of phonological structure that goes beyond the tacit

level of comprehension adequate-for speaking and listening. As we have

. seen, it is one thing. to understand and to speak °nee language and quite

another thing to have analytic understanding of thelanguages internal

1:

structure We have noted (Libermani.1973) that the late appearanceAf the

alphabet the history of writing may be an indication that it is rather

difficult to become aware of the phonological underpinnings of speech. .

If the _obscurity of phoneme segmentation is a.psycholligical fact about

speech that indeed is related to the late appearance of alphabets on the

world scene, than it is reasonableto suppose7that.-the child might find,

phonemic segmentation difficult and there might be in the development of

the child as order of diffieplty of segmeatation from word to syllable

to phoneme that parallelsthethistorical development of writing systems:

EUveloCcent. of the Awareness of. Speech Segments in the Young Child,

Is tested the supposition directly in a recant experiment. The point

was to determine how well Children in nursery ichool; kindergarten, and

limit grade (4-, 5-, and 6-year-olds) can identify the number of phoneti

.segpents in spoken utterances and how this compares with their ability to

: max similarly with syllables (Liberman et al., 1974). The procedure was

in the form of a game whichreqUired the child to indicate, by tapping a.

wooden dowel on the table, the number (from 0mA° three) of the segments'

(phonemes in the cane of one'group, syllables in the other) in a list:of

test utterances.

8
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At age four, none of the children could segment by phonfme,

whereas nearly half could segment by syllable. Ability to 'carry

oat phoneme segmentation succeSsful2y did not appear until age five,

and then it was demonstrated by less than afifth of the children.

In contrast, almost half of the'chiiiren at that age could segment

syllabically. Even at age six., only 70% succeeded iaphompe-segmen-

tation while 90% were successful in the syllable task.

'Segmentation Ability and Reading Skill

P The.difficulty of phoneme segmentation has been remarked by a

numbersof investigators besides ourzelyes(Calfes, Chapman, & Venezky,

1972; Eakonin, 1973; Gibson & Levin, 1975;,G2eitman & Rozin, .1973;

'Rosner & Simon, 1971; Rozin & Gleitman, 1976; Sarin, 1972). Their

observations, like ours, also i4ly acommection between the awareness
4

*(Q
of phoneme' segmentation and early reading acquisition.

We siplorea this question in a preaminary way by measuring the

reeding achievement of the children who had taken part in our experiment'

an phoneme segmentation the year before. Testing our first graders at

the beginning of their second school years we found that halt the children

in the lowest third of the class in reading achievement hid failed the

segmentation task the previous June; on the other hand,frthere were no

failures in phoneme segmentation among children who scored in the top

third of the class in reading ability (Liberman et 81.1.1976).

Bolas? (1975) has also found that the partial phoneme segmentation required

b7 his'elision task is also a significant predictor of reading achievement.

9
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,Three new studies by our research group now =firm these results.
%

Despite widely varying school populations and. diverse procedures, each

of these studies shows a high and significant correlation between

phoneme segmentation and early reading ability.

4
Helfgott (1970. recently completed a study of the segmentation and

blending skills of kindergarten children in a white,

suburban school in Connecticut. In connection with thii study, she

looked at the usefulness of several different skills as predictors of

first grade reading achievement in the following year. Using an adaptation

of the Elkonin procedure (1973) for the assessment of phoneme segmentation

the found that the,test prediCtor was the ability to segment spoken CPC

igordS into their three constituent phonemes. The correlation of this

ability with reading, achievement on the word recognitian sUbtest of the

Mg Ranee Achievement Test (XRAT) (Jastak, Bijou, & Jastak, 1965) was

sibstadital (r .75).

In investigation of the phonological awareness and reading.

of first graders in an integrated city school in Rhode Island,

Zifcak (1976) dedonstrated a highly significant relationitdp between

Ibility to segment phonemes on the Liberman Tapping task (Liberman et al.,

1974) and reading success as measured by the Gallistel-Ellis Test of Codirff,

AIGUil&-(1974) as well as on the MILT.

Trahamm (1976) examined first and second graders in an inner city

*Owl in New Haven witha largely 'black population: She used A task .

requiring the placesent'of the correct number of tokens (rather than dowel

tapidni) to indicate the umber of the constituent phonemes. Her stimuli

10
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were not words, but 1. arId.three-segment
syllables in which the

incidence of eight vowels, PRnr.stops, and four fricatives was care7

folly equated. She added the much needed contkol of ascertaining the

counting ability of the subjects.
In,addition to the WHAT, she included

an experimenter-devised-reading test
which allowed for a More analytic

assessment of early reading skills. 'Once again, in spite of these many

variations, the relationship between
segmenting ability and reading

succebs was highly significant.

These investigations
of the relation between segmentation abilities

and reading proficiency suggested that ability to analyze speech

phonemically is indeed relevant to success or failure in learning to read.

The results'soefar lend
encouragement to our hypothesis that segmentation

abilities are cognitive
pretequisitei for reading. We turn now to consider

another aspect of language development
that may bear on reading acquisition.

TEE ROLE CF THE PHONETIC.REPRESENTATION

it this point we should explain
in general terms how we view the role'

of a'plvnItLic representation.
It is characteristic of the perception of

language, as A. M..Liberman,
Mattingly, and Turvey (1972) have noted, that

the perceiver
remembers the gist of what was said and not the exact sentences,1

turd for word, that the speaker uttered. That is, the speaker's original'

message is recalled in the form Of 'a paraphrase.
However, the paraphrase

depends on the operation of a highly temporary memory system which contains

' a literal record of e stall portion of the message as the hearer receives iti
. 4

When we perceive a stretch of runmin.g,speechl.we rely 'on a working memory

epee of,a fe0 *words that are held in phonologiCal form.. This can be
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as*

.demommtratid:Informally by abruptly interrupting a spoWin communiiation.

,

Typically the listener can, on demand, repeatword_for word the last few

words or the last sentence that was uttered. One of the aspects of this

short-term memory representation, then, isthat it retains the most recent'

,portia of the'utterapce in exact -pdlionoldgical form.

In speech, the prleary,functioreof this literal, limited-rtapacity

and highly tempo*ymemoiy'Apresentation4 is, in Liberman, Mattingly

amilhuvey's ('-1972) view, to permit comprehension out the message. In

order to comprehend what was said, we reed to hold information about

shorter segments (inr.ourexinple, words) in memory until the meaning of

the longer segments (here, sentences) can be grasped. But does reading

necessari4 require the same kind sif memory representation as speech?

If reading is-rightlioconceived as an alternative means of perception of

languagel,then we may expect it to_ahare many processes in common with the

parpeption-of speech. Rra04114 involves interpretation of symbols that

It as surrogates for speech segments.. Ibus; the reader's task, As we

COMOITe it, is literally to'canrert printto speech, whether overtly, or

'

(marenenally in the case of,the experienced reader) into some covert-form.

,Although we do not rule milt the possibility that ripe& words can -be heLi'

. temporarily in' so visual, form, it seems reasonable to suppose that is

remding, no less than-in perception of_speech by ear,- the perceirer'makes

um* of a phonetic representation in order to comprehemethe message.

In the cue of an

for supposing that 'the

'The ftindamental charact

habetic:langdagal there is an additional reason

derives a phonetic representation /roe print.

of alphabetic writing systems is thatthe

A

12
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letter symbols are a cipher on the phonemes of the language. Thus a

resider wbo uses the alphabet analytically (in the sense of our di4cussimh

on pp.440'necesparily derives a phonetic representation. It

41111

is certainly the case that any reader must recOde the written'

ically if he is po,decode a new %ford that he has nev . ore.

does he need to recode phonetically words and phrases 4116. he has

read many times? Does .he in these .fases continue 'to construct a phonetic
iar

representation, or does he,-as,"Some believe, by-pass the phonetic level

.knd goidArectly from. visual shape to meaning?

It seems plausible to.us that phonetic recoding might occur even

with freguentlyiiad materials and may persist experienced, .4ki1led

readers preCizely4 as we hive intimated aboive, because a phonetic

e

representation plays a functional role -in comprehension., Elsewhere

(Liberman et al.,.1976; .Siinkweiler It al., 1976) we have
0

speculated that the perceiver 'needs a phonetic base order to index

the mental lexicon and to reconstruct those prosodic cues so essential to

comprehension of monk= lei sage t are.not directly, represented in print.
4

Apart from our, speculations on the role of a phonetic repreiemtation

'in reading, there is much experimental evidert that phonetic recodidg does'

typically occur,in a varietyof situations in which the perceiver is

confronted with visually presented linguistic materiarwhich hi has later

to moil. Most of the relevant experiments ;le the follotAng formv.

lists of latteri or alpabati written Words are presented to be read A

0sod' reloombered. Confusions short-term meuiry are based nbton visual

similarity, but on phonetic similarity to the presented material. Conrad

I

* 13
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,(12) hassnoted that even nonlinguistic stimuli may be recoded into

yOgnitic form and stored in that form inshart-term-memory. It was

found, it this connection, that in recall of pictures of common objects,

the confusions of children aged 6 and over were clearly based on tite

phonetic forms of the names of the objects rather than on their visual

or semantic characteristics.

All of theselImporiments are relevant to, the assumption that even

the skilled reader might recode phonetically in order to gain an

advantage in short-term memory and to utilize the primary language

processes he already has available to him.

. In-saying this, we do not imply-that the only way to obtain meaning

from script is via, the intermediary of a,phanetic representation. Our

intent, rather, is to questionthe assumption (cf. Bever & Bower, 1966)

that a direct mapping strategy that bypasses the phonetic level would

always be the preferred mode 'of.the mature reader. Such an assumption

is unwarranted .inn our view because it overlooki the large bulk of evidence

that suggests that the organization of abort-term memory is inherently,

1phonetic.

ytionabic codinz in 'good and boor; readers'

As we have seen earlier, a significant Characteristic of the poor

reader is his difficulty in idemtifyingthb phoneme; the unit most directly
.

represented by the alAihbet. In view of the short -term memory requirements

of the reading task and evidence for the involvement of phonetic coding in

"short-term memory, we might expect to find that those beginning readers who

ire progressing well and those-wloare doing poorly might be further

- distinguished by the degree to which they;rely on phonetic coding.

14
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Tolexpldre the hypothesis that good and poor readers differ in the

_degree to whioh they use.phonetic coding in short -term memory, we have

carried out three sets of experiments with second grader's*

In two of the experiments we used a procedure similar to one devised

by Conrad (1972) for adult subjects in which the subject's performance "
is compered on recall of phonetically confusable (rhyming) and noncontUsable

(nonrtyming) letters. In the first of these experiments (Liberman et al.,

1976) the stimuli were strings of five uppercase consonants, half

rhyming (drama from the setBCDGIPTVZ) and half nonrhyming (drawn from the

set (HKICRSWY), presented tachistoscopically in a 3-sec exposure. Recall

WS tested under two conditions -- immediately after presentation and after

a 1 5sei delay. In the second experiment (Shankweiler et al., 1976)
*

the same procedure was followed except that the letters were- presented

auditOrily on tape: -Since auditory presentation requires successive input,V

a parallel" condition using vilVal serial presentation was added in this

experdmmmt.

No matter whether the presentation ids visuaZ or auditory, simultaneous

or SUcCesSive the results were virtually iNtical. Though the superior

readers were better at recall on the nonconfusable items than were the -poor

'readers; their advantage was virtually eliminated when the stimulus items

were phonetically confusable. Though the effect was particularly marked in

the delay condition, phonetic similarity always produced a greater penalizing

*plat on the superiorreaders than on the poor ones. And it made practically

ao difference whether the items to be recalled weri)*presented to the eye or

to the ear.
f

15
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7beas first two experiments strongly suggested that thq difference
Apt,

between good and poor readers in phonetic coding will turn on their

ability to use a, phonetic representation, whatever the source, and not

merely on their AbiIitit6 reiode from script. HoiEever, two major

criticisms might be lgyelled at both experiments. First, singe the

itimuli used.were strinfs of unrelated- consonants, the generalizability

of the.resultsto more realistic reading situations could be in question.

Second, since the procedures did not control for the effects of rehearsal,

. I

the differences betweekthe two reading groups might be accounted ftr by

different rehearsal Sitfategies.

r - .

A third experiment, using an adaptation of the Hyde and

Jenkins memory paradigm (Hyde 6 Jenkins, '1969), addressed itself to

both.criticisms (Mal*, 1976). The subjects were gfven a list of

28 words to read aloud, followed by' a second or recognition list

containing all the originsi'words and, in addition, 28 new words or foils.

Half the foils were phonetically; conflasable with (but visually dissimiiAr

from) a given word On/.12e grigiLl list. The remaining L4 foils had no

cow terpart on the list. The sdbjecti were requirek simply to

rispodd &I or no as to whether a given word on the recognition list had

*geared on the original list. Ocesagain, thong the stimuli werrIfords,

mot strings of litters, and tbaugh rehearsal cvld not, have been involved,

the good reader s' much more strongly Reoalized by the confUsabli items

then the poor readers:

. We regard these as interesting results. It is a relatively easy

setter to demonstrate that good readers do better than poor readers on a

16
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variety of language-dependent tasks. In,ther, three experinehts, however,

we have been able to show that it is possible to'penalize good
6
readers by

waking it disadvantageous for them to use a phonetic coding strategy.,

Therefore, it now seems reasonable to concludiwith some confidence that

good readers'are more likely than poor readers to use a phonetic coding

strategy effectively.

126 ANALYSIS OF HUD= ERRORS

One aim of our early reseafth- efforts (Shankweiler et al., 1972)

was to determine whether the errors made by beginning readers when they

atts:pito read' words and syllables pattern consistently and if so,

whether an analysis of their pattern of'errorsmight provide insights

into the problems of reading acquisition. miccordingly, we carried out a'

-phonetic analysis of reading errors in a mbmber of experiments with

beginning and disabled readers. A consistient pattern. emerged from this

abalysis: errors on the final consonant of a CVC syllable were roughly

double those on the initial consonant, while errors on the medial vowel

7c:weeded those caxaonsonants in both-initial and final position. rk

seed appirent from these experiments that the error frequency varied

- mstemtically with the position of the target phoneme in the syllable.

considered that this distribution of errors in the syllable

beuld be interpreted as reflecting the child!s lack oPtinderstending of

the phonological segmentation of his spoken language. If.a.Child'had:not

yet developed an ability to analyze the phonetic structure of hisspeech,

he might be expected tosboi Just this pattern of error :- success with

the initial segments, Which can be extracted without further analysis of

17
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the internal structure of the. syllable, and comparatively poor performance

beyond that point. Such a child, who knew some ihtker-to-sound correspon-

docas and that he must scan in a left -to -right direadion, might simply
I #

be searching his lexicon for a word, any word, beginning with a.phoneme

that matches the initial letter. By this reasoning, if he were presented

with the word kis, he might, in context, give a response like beautiful,

or out of context,-butterfly. Neither response could occur if be were

searching his lexicon, as he should, for a word that has three phoneme

seiments corresponding to the letter segments in the printed word. If,

'however, he is unaware that words in his lexicon have a phonetic structure,

or if he has dit5.culty in determining what that structure is, his errors

woUld increase after the initial segment. As to the relatively.highcc

incidence of his errors On vowels, it'coulA6 in these early experiment:SI

haws been simply attributed to the imbedde4 d posit of the letter

representing the vowel in the CVC syllable of the stimulus list. .

Though the pattern of consonant and vowel errors obtained in this early .

work was suggestive, certain controls were needed before we could accept

its ra14 Am14t7. The purpose of a new series of experiments (Rimier, et al.,

1976) !;ris to confirm this pattern and, by the addition of various

Controls, to test, its generality. Second, third, and fOurth'graders were

the edbjects is the new-4iperiments. They were asked to read items from

too-nate of words12 one in which the incidence and location of the

eansonent pbonesse were controlled, and the secondin which these conditions

. sere taken into account for the vowels«3
,

18
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. 'Differences in Consonant and Vowel Error Patterns

In this new set of poi, fully controlled experiments, we found

the aeme pattern of consonant errors as previously obtained. Though
dr,

the abaolute number of errors decreasid as the grade level of the child

increased, the consonants in final position continued to produce

4114 aeoroxiiately:twice;the number of errors as those in initial position.
--IF;r,r.-

We were able to conclude that the)consonant,error pattern did indeed

represent a,true position effect and could, with some confidence, be

attributed to the difficulties of phonological segmentation.

In contrast to the findings on consonant misreadings, errors on

vowels.. showed no effect of poeitiov. -When the yowels were placed in

Initial, medial, and final pOsitifon, the errs did not vary systemat=

ically in frequency according to their location.. Moreover, vowels

eadOrnmettio elicit a greater number of errors regardless Of their

location in the syllable. Thus, the high vowel error rate. n the

earlier experiment, could no longer be explained by the medial position

of the vowel and could not be related primarily to the difficulties of

119

1/4

phomiological segmenZation.

.- The possibility that consonant and vowel errors might have different

causes was supported by the results of a further analysis that took
. . .

account not of thel'ocatinn of the errors in the syllable, but of the

plionatic nature of the substitutions. In that palyais, it this found'

that copumiamit errors were systematically relat to the target phoneme

In the word, dgfeating from it most often in one of the three

Astinctive features of consonants (voicring, place of"articulations and

4
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manner of articulation). The proportion of consonant errors sharing

tuolfeatures with the target phoneme was remarkably stable across the

grades: ,60 percent of second -grade errors, 61 percent of third-grade

errors, and 62 percent of fourth-grade errors.- The results suggested,

therefore, that phonetically motivated substitutions contribute sub-

stantially to the consonant error pattern bOth at the very early stages

of reading acquisition and beyond. Vowel errors, in contrast, we/. not

120.

systematically related to the phinatic features of the presented yowel

(tenseness, tongue advancement, tongue height,,and diphthongizatioer): .

indeed, the feature distribution of the vowel errors was essentially

random at every grade level. Time, the concept of featural similarity,

1113 SUCCESS:NI in ratio:M.01%W the substitutions among the consonants,

does not enable us tq understand the vowel errors.

The contrasting results o for =samosas and vowels are

indeed striking. The opposition these phonetic classes was revealed,

as we have seen, by bath approa to error the first, in which

teinvestigated misreadings in tion to their. location in the syllable.,

and the second, in which we =mid- the phonetic characteristics of the

substitutions. As to the consonants, eir poeition in the syllable

accounted for the frequenCy of their oc

9d the target phoneme largely determined

e while the phoneti6 featpres

nature'of the substitution.

e With the vowels, on the. either hand, neither of these reletionshipe obtained.

Factors other than these Most, therefore, be considered to account for the

vowel error pattern.. One-factor that suggests Jima immediately is the

20
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variability of vowel orthography. Whereas the rules relating spelling

to phonetic segment are relatively straightforward for consonants,

they are quite complex for Friglish vowels. Work in progress appears to

single out the complexity of the orthography is a contributing factor

4

in the vowel errdr.pattern, though it A; ndt so for the consonants.

Ttelrror Pattern and Nonvisual Pactmin Reading

. These differences in error pattern lend credibility to the position

taken by us and other investigators (Liberman, Shankweiler, Orland?rAiarris

& BellBerti 1971; Vellutinc, Pruzek, Steger, & Meshaulam, 1973; iklutinof
,

Steger 1972) that visual perceptual factors are not sufficient

to fOrthedifficultilLof the beginning reader. It is hard to

900 how deficits in scanning, eyemovements, and/or the discrimination of

the optiCal form of letters can -explain tpe, differences we have found in

consonant and trowel ,error patterns.; Taken as optical shapes, the set of

letters representing consonants is not marked in any distinctiie way from .

thh set representing vowels; the differences in error pattern between

consonants and vowels, therefore, cannot be related to a classification

based on usual characteristics.
-

Consonants and vowels do, in contrast, form distinctive' categories

in the language with different fanctional roles in onamanifation that

_it well lead to correspondingly different error patterns. Considered

from the standpoint of their contribution to the phm*Logical.message,

lanummaants carry the heavier information lo4d. (A demonstration ofthis

fici.can be easilaweade: one needs only to Compare the information

Obtainable in a sentenc4roci which allthevowels have been deleted with

ons in which tbe consonants have been similarly treated.) The vowels, on
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the other hand, are the nucleus of the syllable structure and as such

are the carriers of prosodic features. They are more. subject than

consonants to phonetic variation across individuals and dialect groups,

and more subject to phonetic drift over time. As we suggested in an

earlier paper (Shankweiler et al., 1972), the relatively greater'

variability of vowels than consonants may even account in -part for the

different ways these sents are represented in the orthography,

particularly the larger variations in vowel spellings.

Additional evidence that language-related rather than visual factors

may be criticain early reading'aclimisition comes from a series .of studies

We have begun with second grade good and pdor readers. In this recent

immearch, we are investigating coding in short-term memory, not 110e error

pattern in reading, but the results of one of the experiments are'honeiheless

direct.y relevant here. The piradigm used was an adaptation of Eimura's

'tea of memory for recurring figurei (Ximura, 163 )1 In this test, a

,series4f stimuli are presented consecutively and the subject simply has

'io report des or no as to w the stimului:haealready been seen in the

series. There are 4 recurring stimuli whicp are exposed once in each set

of 10 cards, rmximmly4interspersod with 6 nonrecurring stimuli. -Eight sets

(of 10 cards each) make up a total Of 80 cards in the test. The first set

of 10 cards constitutes the presentatign trials; the following 7 sets axe

ter recossitial trials. This same procedure was carried out with three

different sets.of 80 stimuli nonsense designs, photographed faces, lad

'ammesiss syllables. The results 'speak for themselves. The poor readers

sets slightly, better that the good readers is secorrfor nonsense designs,

22
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not significantly so. There' was also no difference between. the two

groups of readers in face recognition. The good readers were better

than the poor readers only in the nonsense sylLables test, and tfiere'

the difference was'highly significant: Thus, despite identical
I

proceduresl'neither nonlinguistic visual task differentiated between

the good and poor readers, while the language -based 'visual task did.

a

We would reason-that in the nonsense syllable task, though tint in the

others, the good reader had -a clear advanta41 he could recede the

information .phonetically and thus hold it be efficiently in short -term

"wary.

At all events, perhaps the most general implication of these findings .

and those we have obtained lathe error analysis is that they again under-

score the importance of nonvisual cognitive processes in reading and,

specifically, those relating to language, such as awareness of phonological

Segmentation, phonetic receding, and knowledge of the orthography.

IMPLICATICIS FOR =TR:JOT= .

It has became fashionable to say that very little is known about how

-to te40a reading and that the teacher makes a greater difference than the

method. We would agree that the teacher's flexibility and wisdom in

adapting existing curricula to meet individual differences, as well as his

ability to recognize the necessity for doing'so,will always be important

veriablei in the success of any instruction procedure, However we would

also maintain that the little we do know about reading is often not

reflected in reading curricula. If it were, even the less creative'teachar

Edit be more successful and the proportion of children resistant to

reeding instruction might be. decreased.
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To take a very basic example;. consider whit weknow about otr-writing

slistemnamely, that it is alphabetic and notideographic. Fromthis,*it IL

would seem to folloithat'instructiOnal procedures should inform the child

early oa tpat the printed woni is a model of the compontnt phonemes and

their particular succession in the spoken word. Conversely, it would follow

that the instruction should note as it often doesl'mislead the child

into assuming that the printed word is an ideographic symbol, a notion

that will have to be corrected later, and, apparently fbr some children,

with great difficulty. Procedures whichold(tiate,the child into the

mystique of reading by drawing his attention to the visual configuration
.

("remember-4s shape; it has atall"):and its associated meaning ("the

one with the tail means meinkey") without alerting his to the relevance

of the sound structure of the word may lead the child into a blind alley.

His ability, o memorize the shapes and associated meanings of a handful

of words may him and his parenti into the comforting belief that he

can read, but may leave him stranded'at that stage, a functional illiterate

with i66 keys to unlock new words.
4

Teaching a child bow to use an alphabetic 'system to fullest advantage

is complicated by the difficulty yOung children have in explicitly

understanding the phonemic structure of their speech. is we have said,

phonemic analysis is hard because of the encddedness of spoken speech into

units of syllabic size; syllabic segment& is demonstrably mach easier.

Momesimm, it need not follow. that the level of analysis should be

--.1"-passed at the beginning in favor of the syllable or theiword. Instead, '

pirhops the chIld can be ll!!! a better preparation for phoneme segmentation,

infoirivreaang instruction begins. With that preparation"certain elements

Of both the'so-calWihonic and syllabic thethods can be introduced later to

Did effect:,
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Hov'to Pre'are the _child for PtpnemicAnalysis

The groundwork for thii difficult levilTof analysis begins at

home before the child is old enough to go to schoOl., A proper

foundation laid at this point can continue to be built upon in the

pre-reading stages of kindergarten andaieach succeeding. stage Of

reading acquisition.

Word-oakv in early Childhood. Games in early childhood that

'dziithe child's attention to:the phonemic content of his spoken

language and that give hiss extendedpractioe in "playing" with words'

may provide a foundation for future:segmentaticaAbility. Examples of

Such word play would include the learning of nursery rhymes and the

introducti6 Of rhyminigames that use both real Ovoids and nonsense

mgalables.. The value of'rhyming activity is that it varies the phonemic

content while making fei semantic or syntactic demands on the child.

Pre-reading techriques.'Wh= the Child reaches.kindergarten,

.,_
pro-reading techniques would stress the phonemic structure of the.spoken

word before- the written letter's are introduced. "Listening games" that

require the child to identify the initial, medial, and final phonemes in

spoken words are in common use and -need not be described here. Our only

complaint with them is that they'are n emphasized sufficiently in

pr-reading training, and that# in act practice, they often stop with

the initial consonant. Teacher-devised see.bods that might help the ehiLd:,

to,bear sounds in words are limited only by the ereativitihf the teacher.

..Ctee teacher (Marian Howard, personal earemunicatian, 1974) reports that she .

began pro7reading instruction for her kindergarteners at the Horace Man&

4
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Se;b6o1 in New 'fork by fiist teaching they toaisten for the five short,

vowel mounds in words.. Among the games She-describes is one which seeds

particularly useful. In the first-stige of'the game, the teacher sirs a'

Oven vowel sound (";") once, twice (1 10), or three times (q1 uar)

odd asks the class in each case to raise as.many,fingers is sounds they

have heard., After the children can do this correctly -with all the short

vowel sounds, she adds A:consonant to,the vowel, thus producing VC

syllables ("am," "it," "op, "- etc.). She intersperses these syllables

with single phonemes ofthe previous lesson and again asks for finger

raising. She then progresses to CV syllables, thence to CVC, CCVC, etc.,

varying vowels and consonants at each stage as needed. She reports that

after instituting this, "auditory program" in the fall, she could begin

teiChing reading by dhriaImas, and 9C% of- kindergarteners were

decoding print by April (the date of her rt to us.).

Several auditory training programa which.epphasize the analysie of

syllables into phonemes (rathea: than the discrimination of non speech

monde) have been available ammumiallytor sometime (see, for .example,
43

Lindeme6d4 Lindamood,,Auditorz Discrimination in Depth 1969), but none,

to our knoWledge has as many wort while featurOs as that outlined by the

'Soviet peithologisti-E2konin (1973);

F

In the Procedure Aescribed by Elionin, the-child is presented

with a line drawing of an object, animal, etc., the name, of which

is labia active vocabulary. Below the picture is a rectfpnith,

divided into sections equivalent to the number of phonemes in the

pictured word.. The child is taught to say the word slowly, putting a

.26
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counter into the appropriate section of the diagram as he pronowes

the word. After this "gime" has been played with many different

pictured words, and the child can do the task successfully without the

diagram, the idea'of *oriel and consonant sounds'is introduced. At

this time, the color of the counter. is differentiated Tor the two

phonetic classes --say, pink for the vowels, ihite io, consonants.

The child-is-first taught the difference between them with one vowel

sound, being asked to put down a pink counter whenever he hears, that

sound. Not until the child.can do this with the five abort Towel

sounds is the.graphic form. corresponding to the spund introduced:

The Spviet procedure has many pedagogical virtues. First, the

- line drawing keeps the whole word in front of the child,t the

process of analysis so that he does not have to rely on auditory memory

to retain the word being studied. -Second, the diagram provides the child

with a linear visual- spatial structure to which he. can relate the auditory.-

t

temporal sequence of 'he spoken word, thus reinforcing the key idea of the

successive segmentation of the phonemic components of the word. Third,

the sections of the diagram call the child's attention to the. actual number

of 'events in the word, so that he doe4 not resort to uninformed guessing.
.

FoOth, the combination of drawing, diagram, and counters provide concrete

materials which help to objectify the abstract ideas being represented.
- -

404114 the wocedure affords the child an active. pert to play throughout.

nnau,T, the color'coding of the countmrs lea 'the child to appreciate

the difference between vowels and consonaixteigarly in his "schooling.

27
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-The actual content of the Elkonin procedUre can, of course, be

marled to fit the needs of the particular child or grow.. of children,

thus permitting its use not only for kindergarteners but also as a

l technique for older children as, well. The teacher can, for

example, select for analysis, syllables that contain Whatever phonemes

is Whatever sequence she deems appropriate.

Three general rules might be suggested for the selection of

'syllables to be segmented. First, for this early training period,

loth, Boise portion of a fricative like- /s/ or the nval murmur of /n/-

or /a/would be the consonants 01 choice for the prevocalic position in

the syllables 4.0 be analyzed.' These have the advantage that, unlike

,'. 4r
oiler consonants (particularly the stops); they can be produced in

isolation. They can this be used to acquaint the, child with the

general idea lignrci analysi4 without undue interference fiam

eoprticulation. Second, since iwo-segment analysis is'eazier than

three - segment (Helfgott, 1976), training in segmentation might start

with two-phoneme syllables. Finally, pilot data (Traci:I:any-1976) suggest

'that VC syllables are easier to. analyze then CV and that bothare (as we

have said) easier than CVC sylladles. Therefore, a VC to CV to CVC

succession in segmentation. training wculd'probibly be moat efficacious.

Another approach to trai=ling in phonological analysis, the .elision

technique outlined by Rosner (1975) in "auditory skills program,"

pass-we somewhat greater conceptual burden on the child, but could

profitably be used in conjunction with the Soviet procedure. It is

alrgs useful to offer a vakety of different methods for attaining the

28
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same goals--:with the proviso that the emphasis in the auditory training

should be on thslalysis of the sounds of speech. Training in non- speech

pounds, which are processed quite differently, cannot be expected to have

the same effect (Liberman, 1971).

0040 the child has been taught,iby whatever method, to segment epokin

syllables into their phonemic components, the graphic representations of

the phonemes can be introduced. The Eakonin technique of adding the letter
V

fbrm to the blank counters might be adopted for teaching the graphic

representation of the short vowels and one or two consonants. -thereafter,

it would probably be preferable to shift to a more direct procedure for

teaching the letters and their phonemic equivalents. This is the stage

at which the childrprogree from the pre-reading phase'to reading

imetruction proper.

;attic Procedures for Initial Readine Instruction

Vs believe that the primary emphasis: in teaching to read in an

alphabetic system should,be on mapping the components of the_printed

word to those of the spoken word. This analytic conversicni-tram print
AP

to, speech is best accomplished, in our view, by a method which presents

reading, phonics, spelling, and landIriting in coordination with:0ach

ether-so that the instruction in each of these Skills reinforcesand

illuminates the others. The Integration of these. four aspects of alphabetic

Armmmication serves to inform the Child that'they are indeed different

facets of the-same process and not separate, unrelated skills.

.,
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The first stew' letter names and sounds. We would begin realin;

instruction, a many so- called phonics programs do,, by teaching,the 1

ODA o ligObciake the shape of the letter Gitb its name and the sound

130,

tome to agree with.Mathews (1966) in his appraisal

of this cru.cial first, step: N... no matter how a child is taught to

read, he comes sooner or later to the strait gate and the narrow war

be has to learn letters and the sounds for which they . There i3

naeaideuce whatevir that he will ultimately do this tter from at

first'uot doing'it at all."

The simplest and most efficient 14, of teaching the saund-symbol

correspondences is by the direct teaching of paired associates. The

Child ahoulnot expected to abstract the correspondences for himself

by a discovery method. Though some can do so, too many will fail.

Useful materials for teaching the alphabet are alphabet cards which

include not only-the upper and lower case form of the letter but also

the-dbmonic of140ctudre key word beginning with the sound of the letter

(SlingSrland, on presentation of the card, the child is trained to

'recite be namsepf the letter, its keyword, and its .sound apple,:i).

le the child learns each vowel, its symbol should be listed in a vertical

eau= on thi blackboard and .reviewed each day. After tpar/041d has

leaned the fiiie short vowels in this wan a few consonant-symbols are

introduced. teaching df the remaipiug oonsonants by the sameprocedure

can be continued in tandem with the next step. Meanwhile, the `child is

taught to write these same letters that 'he has learned to identity, not

an =related series of letters pgiseniii in a separate "writing lesson."

4
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Conversion from speech to nrint. The next step in most reading

programs which emphasize phonics would probably be "blending". Since

letter-to-sound correspondences *hive been learned in isolation, the

traditional phonics method requires that these be combined or blinded

to form words. There the method runs afoul of:the fact about speech
., -

that we have emphasized earlier: the spoken word is not a merging of

a .ring of consecutive sounds. In speech, information about the three

.segients of the. word "cat" )s encoded into a single sound, the syllable.

Therefore,'no matter how fast the consecutive phonemes are spoken,

"leuh a, tuts" merged together consecutively Will produce only the

nonsense tridyllable "kuhatuh" and not the monosyllabic word "cat"

.(see A. M. Liberman et al., 1967 and Liberman, 1971 for extended

discussions of this point).

How-can we get around the problem of. the fusion of phonemes by

emarticulation? Though she also uses the more traditional blending

etbod, Slingeriand (1971)describeskanother technique which solves

, tam fairly well. In effect, it is a spelling procedUre that goes

from speeih to print and bOds on skills whidh have been learned in

the pre- reeding program. Instead of demanding of the child the
-

impossible task of blending sbnh2g-ce to produce "ham", the teacher
(-

first says the wordi."bee slowly, emphasizing the medial vowel. The

child repeats the word, listens for the vowel sound,isalecis its letter

Ward (Color-coded as a vowel) from a wall pocket chart and places it in''

a lower tie.;ciithe pocket chart. The teacher then repeats the whole

word and asks the Child for the initial sound in the word. He selects

1'.
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the appropriate letter card, identifies it, and places it, 'at the

teacher's direction, in front of the vowel ("Where does it go? Before

the al because it's the tirst sound we hear"). The teacher then draws

his finger along the two letters which the child has placed in the lower

tier and says: *Now wehayerksuide 'hie. .Let's listenlo our word again.

Our word is 'ham' (drawing out the sounds). What is the last sound we

hear in 'ham'? :That's right, it's 'mme. 'Find the letter that makes the

Nee sound. Where do we but them? At-the end of the word, becattse it's

the last sonnet we hear." The lesson continues with the Child reading

Alm& the whole word which be has hat constructed and ends with the

Child writing the word either on the blackboard or at his desk and

reading it back' after he has written it.:
.1.1

This procedure makes concrete, for the child a key fact about writing,

that is difficult to expl4n in, the abstract; namely, that temporal

snccession of the overlapping and nandiscrete'Speecksegments (the phonemes)

is r0PresentedepatSilly hi a left-4o-right linear succession of discrete

characters (the letters).

A, question thatfarises about this particular lesson is whether it

might not confuse a cbild who has sequencing problems, since it requires

Nieto start word analysis with the medial vowel sound and then to shift

fOrward to the initial consonant sound. The answer is thit, in actual.
Alb

practice, it does not. seat to cause confusion. Typically, most children

1,4hmes, sequencing problems in evekvaraudingacquisition only because they

= dt notesmderstand about the sound structure of the word and its relation
4#1

to written. word. This spelling procedpre babe= preceded by much

32
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practice in listening for the components of spoken syllables. By bedding

upon a foundation of kncvledge of the sound structure of the word, the

spelling proce4gre simply clarifies the, relationship of the spoken word

to print. 11114,

Thus far, then,the child has learned the letters and their sounds

in isolation and has been taught, without using questionable blending

methods, how to co=vert speech to sequences of letters, that is, how to

analyze the spoken word and to construct its written model. But he still

needs to be taught how to go from print to speech.

Conversion from print to speech. The next step 5 probably the most

critical one since it should prepare the child to make the conversion

from any printed word to speech, which is what early reading acquisition

is all abo We are indebted to two teachers, Nancy Chapel and Cynthia

Conway, learning.disahility specialists in the Greenwich,_ Connecticut

public schools; for a sequence of lessons which has been highly successful

at this stage of reading training (personal communication). Their

: procedures can be best c ctspized as a modification of the "linguistic"

method of minimal contrasts, which the unit under study is the syllable.

The goal of their procedures is to make the conversion from printed

Wires to speech more nearly automatic by cirommventins the letter -by-

letter sounding out gnd blending of the phonics method. The difference

between their procedures and other syllabic methods is in the added

structure built into the procedure which elucidates the internal con-

'traction of the syllable for the child.

4
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In the Chapel-Conway lessoni, the short vowels are listed on the
1

.

blackboard in a vertical column and reviewed, Just as they had been

during the alphabet drills. At this time,' however, a dash is added.

. after each letter (a e_, i 9 a 9 uJ. The child is taught that the

short vowel is always f011owed by a consonant and that the dash

represents a missing consonant which will be filled in later. He is

then taught the game of adding i letter in front of the short vowel

, and pronouncing the resultant combination 4_, ma rg. rosO) 5.

,
The prevocalic consonant is then varied tsa_, 33..,/4 31

%.
t 30.4 a t etc.).

MWaimbile, the children are encouraged to think of words beginning'with

those syllables_ and are taught to fill in the missing final consonants

in those words (man, mei, mop, etc.). The lessons continue with the

addition of consonant blends to the front of the vowel (smka amen

ass(s

ilAmin the Short-Towel, closed syllable has been mastered, the idea

oethe long vowel is introduced, again with a structured model (a-e).

It(is pointed out that the missing letter in the model is now followed

bysail, which is but marks the long vowel. Games of word

janstriuticulkwith this model are then added. In the last stage, the

Child learns that when these consonant-vowel tembinations appear alone

without the added oonsonamtlthe dash representing the missing letter is

non erased), the vowel is long and matches the letter dame.

Us Child now has at his.cdbmand a number of the, major elemenie

needed for decoding phonetically regular words. He can read closed

syllables much moreremigr than ha would if he had to depend on three-

stip (C-T-G) analy4s and blending. At worst, since he knows CV syllables,

34
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leVii1Jurri..to resort only to a two-step blending (CV-C) which has been

found to be easier (Reifgott, 1976). The basic contra t between the

short and long.voiels has been clarified, as well as that between closed

and open syllables. Both of these understandings willbe,of importance

to the child in learning to read polysyllabic words and words with bore

complex vowel orthography.

In conclusion, we must emphasize that we do not pretend to have

developed a reading curiiculum. What we have offered here are simply

,the outlines of a few basic procedures for initial reAding instruction

that -seem to follow logically from what is known about the reading

process lid that have proved successful in informal tests teachers

in the field. We would expect that the use of these and other procedures

that relate print to speech will. work more rapidly to achieve "reading for

meaning,'! with fewer casualties, than could be accomplished by a program

that stresses meaning at the outset.

_A POSTSCRIPT Off THE 06NTRIBUTICS OF ORIOGRptir TO BEADING PROBLEMS

As we have noted earlier, one. source of difficulty in reading English

lb the nature of the orthography and the complex ways in which it

Etpresents the language. It is Clear, howeVer, that the complexities of

135

; the Ebglish orthography cannot. be thi sole explanation of reading

since /Pose children continue to have problems even when the

welling of the words used in:their instruction is phonetically regular

and sops the,emmod directly.(Savir4 1972). Nonetheless, we think it useful

to look at early reading acquisition in en alphabetic writing system. where

the complications of orthography are minimized. Serbo-Croatian, the chief
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language of Zugoilavia, is such a age. The Serbo-Croatian writing

system was devised on the principle Df one letter shape for each

- Sammie it in the language (4iirite as you speak and read as it is

4rittenis was the working,motto of F. S. Kaiicic,who introduced the

nee orthography);'

'However, before we can consider, the consequences of the regularity

of Serbo-Croatian orthography; we must take note of another characteristic

of that writing system, namely that, for' reasons of politics and religion,

two alphabetsone Cyrillic and the other Bocan- weriAkeveloped. Though

they' both represent the language quite directly, these two s bear

a complex relation to each other' 4hile some letters in the two alphabets

-share bbth the same shape and the 58:20 phonetic value, others are the same

in shape but have different phonetic, values. In still other instances,

different letter shapes are used to represent the !MO phonetic units.

Despite all these possibilities for confusion and interference, one of us

ems assured in a recent visit to Belgrade schools5 that the double alphabet

resents no problem: all the dhildrenlmern the forms and letter-to-sowd

correspondences of both alphabets birth. and of the second grade. The

children are,tfught one alphabet for the first year and a half and then

master .the other by the and of the second-par. This should certainly give

'plum to those who would espouse vimsal-perceptual and simple memory

dificits as causal factors in early.reading disfbility--that is, if, their

ANdikhad, not elreadig be somewhat Shaken by the ability of Japanese

Mist graders (and recent13, wan kindergarteners) to learn the them-mod

oinreepondences of two different sets of some 49 kana symbols

(nkital968).
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Ai tc the consequences for reading acquisition of the simple .

Orthography of the Serbo-Croatian, writing system, that is hardier to

evaluate: In the first place, children in Yugoslavia enter school

at age seven, this affording them an extra year of development before

they must face the reading task. Secondly, no data are available on

the actual incidence of reading disability.

It would appear, however, tat cme children do have reading

pioblems, because the schools have developed extensive programs of

Prevention'and remediation. Cne school we visited in Belgrade, for

example, had a thorough pre-school screening procedure. In the spring

before school entrance, all the children are indivielally examined for

intelligence, handedness, speech-and motor deveippcpent, socio-cultural

background, and emotional adjustment. Those with special problems are

identified and given additional diagnostic,testing and assistance as needed.

Another facet of the built-in preventive program in the primary grades of

this school is team teaching. Teachers of each grade exchange classes at

frequent intervals throughout the school year and hold regular consultations

With each other on how best to teach all their problem children; if they

decide that additional special remediation in reading is indicated, they

refer the children to therapists who advise the teachers and work directly

with the children.
.

It is interesting to note that the basic training of these therapists
o

is in phonetics and speech pathology. We should suppose that the educators

rrsenelon

that background in their therapists because they assume a close

between speech and reading., In any event, the therapy certainly

a
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refiectt,that particular bias, just as ours does. For example, heavy

emphasis is placed in both, developmental and remedial instruction on

pre-reading drill and ipxercises is the analysii of the spoken word.

Moreover, once the alphabetic letters are introduced, the procedures.

are again quite similar in general approach to those we have outlined

here. That is, the instruction is directed toward clarifying for the

Child the relationship between the spoken word and its written counterpart.

The importance that Yugoslavian instructors attach to relating print and.'

speech was made clear to us by Professor Spasenja Vladisavljevi& of the

Institute for Experimental Phonetics and Speech Pathology at Belgrade

University, who is in charge of the training and supervision of the

therapists. She illustrated her point by describing a typical first-grade

reading lesson ihich follows mach practice in listening for sounds in words. A

-The teacher pronounces the sound pt the initial consonant CYC word to be

read (always a nasal or fricative in the early lessons) and writes its

letter an the blackboard with a line following it. As she draws out the

spoken word for varying periods of time, She Shortens or lengthens the

line following the letter s--, This exercise

is repeated with the Vowel a-7). Then both sounds

are spoken and the interval between theS varied and represented accordingly

(i-------, sa--). The consonant in final position is

then added.(sa---t) and the word is spoken as a whole (sat). Finally, the

word is written without the lines anAread aloud. In subsequent lessons,

the child is taught to read and write other wordi by the same procedures.

CB
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When he has mastered a wordvhe writes it in his notebook and perhaps

uses it in a written sentence which he also reads aloud. Thus, reading,

writing, and spelling exercises are always coordinated, as we have also

proposed.

In sUMmarrr)it must be said that despite the. regularity of the

Serbo- Croatian orthography, some children -- we do pot kiliaw how many 17

apparently do encounter difficulties in early reading acquisition. What

proportion of these ultimately became fully literate, we also do not

know. We have_no hard data on either of these. questions, though we are

told that in the end the children do well and 'reading disability is not

a problem. At all events, ,cross-national assessments of reading

achievement are difficult to evaliate. In this particular case, one

does not know how much weight should be given to the regularity Of the

orthography and how much to the special:characteristics of the reading

instruction. he answer to this question-must awtit further research.
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Foot.notes

1. We are indebted to our colleague, Robert Verbrugge, for a

dritical reading of the mannemmipt.

.26 third list, used to study the error pattern in relation to

the orthographic complexity of the vowels, was priiented at

the some time. Those results will be'described in detail in

'later paper.

Ideal4; it would have been desirable to provide both the

consanant'and vowel controls within one list. Contingencies

relating to reading and vocabulary levels made this impossible

tt achieve.'

4. lace Serbo-Croatian.bas two distinct alphabets for the same

language; bat with various overlaps in letter shapes and their

correepOndInce; opestionearise,about how theie ambiguous-letter

shapes are interpreted and:here in the processing 'sequence the

assignment to one alphabet or the other is,med46 Michael Turvey

of the Rubins Laboratories in collaboration with George Lukatela

of thirDepartment oflaactrical. Engineering sL Belgrade University

have begun a series of pass-language studies to investigate these

,

Srpeelmental Phonetics and Speech Pathology, for providing us'

vith".illudnating insights into the Serbo- Croatian lengUage.

Special thanks are due to Spasenija Yladisavljevi: of the Institute-
.

(

interesting questions (Ttr*ey, personal comounication)..
.

4

% We are. grateful to Djordje 14:44,-ct,or. of. the Institute of

46
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Uri" 81781151111; the school visits and serving as interpreter, guide,

and informant throughout our discussions with teachers and school

administrators. We are also particularly indebted to 1.14bica Taipi,

director of Brabko Radicevi; school in Novi Ahogradr for her generous
ON

cooperation in permitting us to talk freely with*her staff, aneto

1,:dbica Budizirovit, vice-director, for her informative review of

their educational programs. Numerous staff members there and in

other schools in Belgrade also deserve grateful-adknowledgement, but

space does not permit mentioning them allhy name.

Ia

4
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May 20 --A.M.

OPEN DIS9SSION OF LIBERMAN PRESENTATION

(
E. SMITH: My question relates to the earlier part oeIrour talk, where you cite

evidence that speech coding goes on even in skilled adult reading. You cited as

7

a

evidence some of the t-term memory literature that shows acoustic coding. I

as concerned ut trying to generalize from those'studies to actual reading. In

those short-term memory studies, the only function that the subject is .supposed

to perform is maintain the'material. Very rarely, in any of those studies, is

the subject encouraged to get temantic knowlidge out of his lexicon, to find out

things about the words, At that's exactly-the function that short-term memory

lust serve in reading. So there are major differences between the functions

being served in the short-term memory studies and the role of short-term memory

you intend in a theory of reading. Furthermore, in recent studies of short-term
4a

memory; when people are encouraged to try to get some lexical knowledge out of

the words that they have to bold op to, there 'is leas evidence for acoustic

coding and more evidence for semantic coding.
.

LEBIEMAN: There is no question about the need for semantic coding at some point '

t

-in the process. However, before you can extract the meaning of a phrase or

sentence, whether spoken or written, you Wive' to bold the words in some form

while you are extracting the meaning. The meaning of the longer ammonia cannot

be extracted from the words taken individually. The wards have to be held in

00110 form while you extract the meaning.of the whole phrase or sentence.. I as

simply suggesting that the phonetic representation is best suited for that

bolding operation. ,r

4iITS: Okay, but of point is: If you are holding it just .to bold it, -then.

IJ
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hold it phonetically.

LIBERMAN: .Thatis right. That's all I am talking about.

ISO

E. SMITH: I don't think you are holding It just to bold it in reading. You re

bolding it to get some knowledge out of it, and in that case I don't think the

phonetic fora is necessarily optimal.

GREGG: What other form is there?

E. SMITH: I would say that you use thelthonetic or visual form to get to the-

'meaning form." //so, you need short-term memory to combine meaningi, to do some

kind of parsing and semantic composition.

GREGG: It is very indefinite thing that is beineheld. It could be lots of

different things.

S. SMITH: Yes, it would depend on What 'we -use to represent meaning.

WHITE: Does this need to be adiadicated? There is an abundance of shorC-term

memories to.chbose from. .If we were to use one short-term acwry,. there would be

about 23 left over.

S. SMITH: We are only interested in the ones involved in t7 reading process,

WHITE -Tes;,it is not necessary to assume a, role for the short -term memory

flees. In fact; 'I WO it is very unlikely.
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E. p1ITh: The point is that I° am interested in the system that holds

information id reading, while we operate on it and gain semantic knowledge. And

I am not sore I. would agree that there may be different short-term memories

involved.

WHITE: I am not -sure bow you resolve that. r.

FLETCHER: Aren't we merely talking about an enabling skill, whilh, in the case

of proficient readvs, facilitates the transfer of orthography to meaning

somehow. The purpose of the skill is not to facilitate recognition of

spelling-to-sound correspondence, 13 it? I am talking about articulation as an

enabling skill. You might, well want to get students to the point where they can

store into short -term memory some sort of acoustic representation. ..t might in

fact be a necessary first step.

E. SMITH: Yes, I would agree.

4

LIBERMAN: Yes, I call it a phonetic representation.

FLETCHER: ile,dtoo, were very influenced by the speech literature. One idea that

bad a big effect on moat of the work we-did )t Stanford was that of analysis

synthesis, in which reading all perception, in fact--is 300a as 3000

constructive process. There needs to be some sort of synthesis going on, as the

visual cues are coming in. Do you have Any speculations about encouraging the

sort of synthesis that must be =riled on in proficient reading, as opposed7to

the kind of an analysis needed in these early stages? For instance, do we indeed

need Some sort of synthesis?

50
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LIBERMAN: My point is that we must get children properly initiated into the

alphabetic, system at the start of reading instruction. Initial teaching ust

direct the child's attention to the speech units that the alphabet most directly

represents, that is, phoneme -sized segments. If it fails to do this, we

seriously misleisl the child into believing that the writing system is something

other than'what'it is. For example, he,may be wrongly led to conclude that it is

an ideographid systen.,__I speak as someOnevho deals with the casualties of the,

/.

reading-for-meaning typeLL,pf approach. Each succeeding year sees a larger

proportion of children being di ' ed as 'learning disabled." This is simply

misdiagnosis on a colOssal scale. st of these educational failures should be

considered cases of 'teaching disability." I believe that teaching of reading

that initiates the child into the nature 'and purposes of an alphabet would

sharply decrease the peed for remedial specialists becaa there would remain

only a small residual group of children who-require special assistance.

FLETCHER: That certainly reflects my orientation.

I'd like to return to the synthesis business, the business of bringiar-Lin

reading as some sort of relationship between meaning and orthography [in the

3tinford curriculum]. he stopped, ve didn't go beyond the simple buginess of

analysis.

LEMCDUAM, We need to be clear about the relationship betleen understanding What

we beer and understanding what we read. Ordinarily we do not expect a chilr to

grasp meanings from -text that could not be grasped in speech It is not the job

of reeding researAh to produce a theory of language coiprehension. If a child

cannot grasp from text meanings that he can readily grasp from -speech only

legions he. cannot read flueftly enough, it is missing the point to say that he
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has a comprehension difficulty. Of course, we also use reading as a vehicle to

increase the child's comprehension and iWareness of language. We seek to develop

abilities to paraphrase, to,summatize, and to expand the vocabulary by means tf

reading. Therefore, the lessons ought to be interrelated so that the child
_410

understandi that they are all part of the same process and not a series of

unrelated ecial skills departmentalized as phonics, spelling, vocabulary, etc.

I

WHITE:. I was struck by the fact that the Elkonin method you described and the

method you diagrammed were both very close approximations to a writing method.

I

And I was struck by the agreement between you and Carol Chomsky. I noted just

alight differenceViv- You were a little concerned that children worked with

conventional sound-letter correspondences. But it seems to me there is more

agreement than disagreement between the two lessons.

LIBERMAX: In the later stages of the Elkonin procedure the child is, in effect, -

learning to spell the words that he hears. .However, in the initial stages-ii

not a writing method. The first purpose of the Elkonin pr=ocedure is to acquaint

the child with the sound structure of the spoken language before the written
ti

characters are introduced. The invented spellings procedure may be _a different

may of getting at the same understanding. However, the data we have would
.10

suggest that children who find phoneme segmentation difficult might also have

di ty with invented spellings. An approach like Elkonin's might thereto

billorefainoropriate for them, as well as avoiding t risk of encouraging the

development of an idiosyncllittic spelling system woad have to be discarded'

later.

. 4
CUT: I always find 4t difficult when people get into polarities. I don't have
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any problem with having an instruction scheme in which comprehension is central,

and doing everything that you have said. Do you have any comment on that?

,

LIBERMAN: Of course, children want to read for comprehension, and methods of
_

teaching should exploit this wherever postible. That is why we try to toordinate

reading, wri and spelling rather than presenting them as unrelated ekilla.rHowever,. sizing calpreletsion by means of questioning about the contenteof
J

what is read can be done in such a way that it kills motivation and interest. We

shoUld surely avoid questioning the child more closely than the content

justifies, because Lo db so is to incur the risk that he will conclude that

reading is tedious and unrewarding.

In contrast, grasp of how the alphabet works can be powerfully reinforcing

to a child because it enables him to do so many new things. Children are excited

to find that they can decode a new word, a word that they haven't seen in print

before. On the other band, rote methods of teaching word recognition ultimately

destroy motivation.; it is disappointing take child to diicover that he can read

only his basal reader, that when he tries to read something else, as he surely

mill, be finds it opaque.

CLAT: But as soon as they have a message, which they want to put down on paper,

they are aiming at meaning, .and they are dealing in letter and sound word

taussterral.

Priarlin I aanot,se:that there is any problem with that.

CLAY: Then I'd say they are working with meaning, and they are working with

_mallets at the some time.
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$LIBERMANI There i no question about that. They are translating the phonetic
E

representation into meaning as they go along.

ROSNER: I take issue with theL comfortable cooiparison betWeen the invented

-apelling introductlac to reading and the Elkonin method of sensitizing kids to
. ,

the phonological attributes of language. Elkjnis is a very precise approach.
I

. It imposes the -phoheme -grapheme concept on the child. It says to him: "child,

whether you see the wisdom Of it or not, there are a set numoer of sounds in the

words of this language,-and we are going to make you exhibit your understanding

of that through counters, so that -we can introduce you to reading. You will deal

with this arbitrary kind pf system as though it were completely logical; you

will accept the arbitrariness of the system."

The inference I drew from the Chomsky presentation, on the other hand, was

that-the kids derived something beneficial from discovering an explanation of the

mysteries of reading through inventing and applying spelling, through their own

analysis system. My hunch, is that the children who do it very well are the

children who are going to learn how to read very early and very easily. In other

words, the concepts of reading are already established to some extent such

kids. But thais speculation.

=ML C: I have some trouble also with the parallel, fbr slightly different

reasons. I think that. the writing does permit you to perceiVe more than your

inferences permit. My concern with the parallel is that you say you don't want

'to do the children a disservice by not letting them in on the alphabetic secret,

bat I thinicAtr.remmtiOisto what you said is that'you-are doing-them a disaervice

in the opposite direction. By \loading them to believe that there is a real

correspondence between the letters and sounds, and that this letter is _pronounced

54
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this way; and. that that's the basis of breaking e code you are doing them a

disservice0 Of course, 'then you say tpey can go on after that, and they can do

what they like.

-.-!c

I think thatif, from the beginning, there isn't such a strong expectation

ll you how to pronounce, it, you have a much morethat the way it' s wr

accurate picture,of the real' world. Assuming that the letters give you some clue

..
about how to pronounce themwithout forgetting that the pronunciation is not in

.1. ,

MPthe letters - -allow ers: tantdiong from the start.'

obAnd I think you are sayiEg that, far a little while you make beligve the
;

, .

pronunciation is in the letters, and then yoUtlearri that it isn't. Arid I guess I

don't really think 4 is Important even to start with that.

F. SMITH: I just wanteeto elaborate on one point, which, in fact, has been
.

very well made by Marie and also by Carol. I don't really know who Isabelle is

opposing, although she seems to be opposing someone or some group very

vigorously, but I don't know of anyone who would willfully conceal from theeipild

4111
the fact that the spelling system in our language has something' to do with

speech. What I think is important is to help a child make sensepf this -

relationship between written language and speech, and to come to grips 'with the

complexity of this relationship. It's obviously not as simple as:, h-.1-2

ha'.

U
I don't'khow about the casualties that Isabelle meets from c where

the alphabetiC principle is concealed, but I am asta;e of casualti t occur'in

the high school, where it seems toe kids. have become victiih of precisely this

kind of instruction. They think that comprehension is something that will take

care of itself, if only they try to produce.some kind of phonemic representation
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of.the. words. This is an extremely complex mattervand I think we have to

recognize that there are no simplistic solutions.

GLAW: . I think both are true; there are regular correspondences and irregular.0,
,

correspondences, And you have to learn that sometimes there is a regulai rule and

sometimes there are net rules, or there are irregular rules. It seem; to me that

maybe they are taught in different ways. With a regular rule,-you can almost

say, "This is the rule." The ones that have funny correspondences have to be

discovered by induction from instances. You have to be problemistic, and you

have to leArn what the correspondences ale. It seems to me.that the child needs

to learn two classes oerules. I think this s better than assuming that you are
as

unfair to teach one way at the beginning, and one at the end.

LLBERMAli: I think that the-major discrepincies between the orthogriphic and

spoken .representations are in the -vowels: The consonant correspondenoes are

relitivelt straightforward there are'Ver); few irregularities thaIgt have'' to .be

*eked and children pick up those few differences very quickly. It istle vowel

oHhography that appears to cause the most difficulty.'

The complexity of vowel spellings pose's less of a problem than °be might

suppose for the child who understands the concept of phonemic segmentation. If,

the child is read/kg aword: and gets' the vowel color slightly wrong, he can
6

often correct it in context. Aside from this, I think that the vowel orthography

1.o. .....,

can largely taught frod'rules. Thei.6 are exemptions, of Course. A word like

through'. .

4

is; 004. But I think that words ,like repTesent a very'small
.

.

. 1

a

i a
,

.

percentage of the words hat'a child has to deal w .ite tie beginning. atages.
.

, ,-; .,

In our,..uperienee, it au icea,to teach the'child the moat common 'vowel- spellings

/

arid to encouragshim to `rely on context. is
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Frank Smith talked about comRrehension problems in children of high schoO1

level; The problem that we have encountered isnot one of comprehensien skrsue,

but of failing to decode beyond the Cirstor second grade level. We find a great

,ntimber of these children today in Connecticut high schools,and I am sure that

our :situation is not unique. They read,_in essence, by rote, having memorized

.

fiords. When they see a picture of a mid: with a pipe and a briefcase and see a

text below the picture that has the word father, these ctiIdren assume, from the

context, that this must have to do with the father person, so they read the text

as !daddy."' I call such unfortunate children nonreaders. Moieover, I am

convinced that any .child who was initiated into reading via the alphabet-oriented

approach / have sketched, would juSt not make such an error.

I
SAW: 4 noticed what I tnink was a difference between Chomsky and Liberman, and

I wonder if it really ia. If so, perhaps it is ymptomatic,of some underlying
r

differences. Liberman' Mentioned that fricatives and nasals should be taught

early, because of articulation problems.

LIRER)141: In these particular exercises, because of the problems arising from

ocwarticulatiOn of stop consonants.

DARES: Rtght;:yet, in Chomsky's paper, it' was mentioned that 134131113 are

precisely the ones that are left out of words, the ones that the cldren aren't

picking up.

04IUMMAN: In the medial position. They have o problem with nasals, in the

initial and final position,. In the medial Do itiOn, the children attribute the I
I - .

0114glisation to the vowel.

I
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Mgt:. So the distinction, lies in the nasalization of the vowe In "ham," the

t 4

A
159

child would pconounce the "a.*

CBOMSKY: The g is there.

LIBERIAN: Right.

WINKS: But nasalization of the vowel might be missed.

1/4

CHOMSKY: In the word can the n is there, but in the word can't, it isn't.

FELSENTHAL Back to something that Was said a little bit earlier: One of the

problems with an instructional system which depenas on teacher knowledge is that

we have to rely.= the teacher to Make the right decision in terms op-linen the

child is ready to go on, Many teachers don't have this information, so they *Id

children back. Fot example, a.child,in first grade was reading in a series using.

the linguistics approach. He was todght a rigid phonetic patterning, despite the

fact that he was already reading and writing. When he cane to the b -0-D

COibination, I happened to say, "Now, you can read j p_nlag," and he said?."No,

vs baved,t had Q. maybe some children need to follow rigid sequencing, but the

teacher must knowdwbodito move out of that.

LIBEAKAII: I think teachers should be given a theoretical foundation first, a

rationale for why they might proceed in certain ways and not in others. I find

that/when you give teachers that fo datiod, they can adapt it to meet their

practical everyday needs. 'Teachers ars.auch brighter than we give them credit

for.
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The second point I should like to make is that in the. teaching procedures we

recommend, we would also include the teaching of some sight words- -for example,

At, Am At, etc., words that can't be read phonetically. One or two a day

might be taught by a paired associate method as they are required for the simple

sentences the children are reading and writing.

CAZDEN: Coming out'of a totally different subject, reading in- Spanish, I was

really struck, Isabelle, by the_ fact that the -system your two Connecticut

teachers devised is wnat I nave seen cone in Spanish speaking countries.

LIBERMAN: Yes, using a syllabary form is common practice in reading- instruction

there.

CAZDEN: In fact, we beard the first graders; in Buenos Aires reading it it al 22

I

Teachers in Colombia also report that they are using \a syllabary

CAZDEN: The payoff is so much greater in Spanish, where there are words of two

or .three Syllables that can be reeombined into new words. These children take

dictation beautifully.

A personal, anecdote: Avast year when I was teaching in San Diego, I got two

children direct from Mexico. They knew no English at all, and one of them, the

Mooed graderigwal a faidinsting boy who evidently had such a strong sense of the

alphabetic painciple qt reading, that knowing virtually no Ehglish, bewould come

and-join in the English reading groups and pronounce all the words on the lAt.
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Now, he had a Spanish accent, and he didn't, know the meaning of the wards, but he

could pronounce the words, virtually all of them, and, of course, the

English-speaking Children at there with big eyes, wondering now 6 managed to do

i....._ -----... .
it.

)

END SESSION .
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